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PERTH CONFERENCE

$500 SLIBSilDY AVAILABLE PGR ONE MELBOURNE BRANCH MEMBER

CALL FOR APPLICATIONS

Follo^»^ng a suj^estion fnim the Perth Branch of the ASSLH, the Melbourne Branch decided

at its last general meeting to offer a $500 subsidy to assist a non-waged member of the

Melbourne Br?mch to attend the conference and present a paper. The meeting recognised

the significant cos-t involved in attending the ASSLH Biennial conference in Perth and voted

for the subsidy to assist a member such as a retired activist or postgraduate student who

might otherwise not be able to present their work to the Society's major national gathering.

WHO IS ELIGIBLE?

The successful applicant must be

t> a non-wEijred

> hnancial member of the Melbourne Branch of the ASSLH

> who has had a proposal for a paper accepted by the Perth Conference

organisers.

HOW TO APPLY?

Applications enclosing:

> a statement certitylng that the applicant is non-waged (recipients of pensions

or postjfraduate scholarships are eligible):

c> a brief sjmopsis of the proposed paper; and

t> evidence that it has been accepted by the Perth Conference organisers

should reach

Peter Love

President, Melbourne Brcmch ASSLH

51 Blaniche Street

St Kilda 3182

by

Friday 22 August 1997.

WHO' DECIDE13?

The Melbourne Branch Executive will meet after the general meeting on Sunday 24 August

to mjjke its decision on which eligible application best represents the Branch's work in

adviaiiclng the study of labour history.



TRi!J>ES HAIL BUILDING RESTORATION APPEAL LAUNCHED

As miiny memtaers will be aware, the restoration of the Melbourne Trades Hall has been

under way for some years. In recent times the building has been opened to the public to see

progress and appreciate the historical significance of the building. These open week-ends

have laeen a gr<!at success, particularly with the jjeople who have Joined the conducted tours

led by Lr;igh Hubbard and his colleagues on the Trades Hall Council stciff.

Memt>ers will also be awaire that after the defeat of the Kirner government, the funding for

the restoration project vras cut, leaving significant sections of the building renovation

unfinished. It is now necessary to raiise by public appead the funds to complete the job. The

sections that need most urgent attention are the old council chamber - the very heart of the

Trades HaiU's history - and other areas such as the old ballroom.

The Trades Hall Council, in partnership with the National Trust, have launched an appeal

for funds to complete the restoration project. The joint chairs of the appeal are Simon

Molesworth A.M., Q.C. from the National Trust and Leigh Hubbard, Secretary, Trades Hall

Council. The patrons of the appeal are John Glasson, John Halfpenny, The Hon. Sir Rupert

Hamer K.C.M.G., R. N. (Bob) Herbert, Bill Kelty, The Hon. Joan Kirner A.M., Professor

Stuart Mticinlyre, Cr.Peter McMullln, George Polites, Moira Raynor, Archie Roach and Sue

WalixJe.

The public launch of the appeal was held on Wednesday 11 June in the large room that

used to house radio station 3KZ. After official introductions from Karen Batt, President of

the Trades HjaUl Council, guests were welcomed on behalf of the Wurundjeri people and the

prognim of historical reconstructions and speeches commenced. The splendid historical

performances were staged in between speeches by Stuart Macintyre, Simon Molesworth,

Leigh Hubbard and the joint Patrons-in-Chief, Joan Kirner and Sir Rupert Hamer who

unveiled the commemorative plaque to launch the appeal.

The appeal funds are administered by the National Trust of Australia (Victoria) in

association with tlie Trades Hall and Literary Institute. Donations should be made payable

to the National Trust of Australia (Victoria) and sent to Box 93, Trades Hall, 54 Victoria

Street. Carlton South 3053.



JOIIH iAJRNOLD*S EiO BEST BOOKS ON AUSTRALIAN LABOUR HISTORY

At the last general meeting cf the Branch on 27 April 1997, John Arnold, Deputy Director of

the National Centre for Australian Studies at Monash University, proposed his list of the 50

best books on Australian labour history. It was a personal choice which inspired some

discussion of others which might have been included. Everybody was too polite to suggest

that some be removed from the list. We reproduce John's list, which is organised in

chronoloj^ical order of publit;ation, and invite readers to send suggestions, with reasons, for

any changes to the list. We liasten to add that this is John's list, not the Branch's. We have

no formal view on these matters. Our role is to encourage and discuss the writing of labour

history, not rank it.

1. Rafaello Carboni, The Eureka Stockade (1855)

2. Thomas Roydhouse and H. J. Taperell, The Labour Party in New South Wales: a

history of ibiforrnatton and legislative career... (1892)

3. WllliEmi Lane. The Working Man's Paradise (1892)

4. Henry Ljiwson, In the Days When the World was Wide (1895) and Joe Wilson and His

Mates (1902)

5. Albert Metin, Socialtsm Without Doctrine (1902)

6. W. G. Sfjence. Australia's Awakening: thirty years in the life of an Australian

agitator (1909)

7. Monty Miller. Labor's Road to Freedom (1920)

8. V. Gordon Childe. How Labour Governs: a study of workers' representation in

Australia (1921)

9. E. H. LaJiie. Dawn to Dusk: reminiscences of a rebel (1939)

10. Lloyd Ross. William Lane and the Australian labour movement (1940)

11. Brian Fitzpatrick, A short history of the Australian labour movement (1940 & 1945)

12. H. V. Evatt. Australian Labor Leader: the story ofW. A. Holman and the labor

movement (1942)

13. Kylie TennEint. Ride on Stranger (1943)

14. FrEuik Hardy. Power Without Glory (1951)

15. John Morrison, Black Cargo (1955)

16. R. E. Eibbels, The Australian Labour Movement (1955)

17. Russet Vitard. The Australian Legend (1958)

18. Robin Gollam, Radical and Working Class Politics: a study of eastern Australia,

1850-1910 (1960)

19. Criena Rohan. Down by the Dockside (1962)

20. L. F. Fiti:ha:rdinge. That Fiery Particle: William Morris Hughes, a political

biography, 1862-1914(1964)



21. Frank Huelin, Keep Moulng (1964)

22. Ian Turner, Industrial Labour and Politics: the dynamics oj the labour movement

in eastern Australia, 1900-1921 (1965)

23. Gavin Sout<:;r, A Peculiar People: the Australians in Paraguay (1968)

24. FEumptirey McQueen, A New Britannia (1970)

25. Joe Harris, The Bitter Fight: a pictorial history of the Australian labour movement

(1970)

26. Colin A. Hughes, R. B. Joyce and D. J. Murphy, Prelude to Power: the rise of the

La.bor party in Queensland, 1885-1915 (1970)

27. Bertha Walker, Solidoirity Forever!: a part story of the life and times of Percy

Laidler - the first quarter of a century (1972)

28. Bede Nairn, Ciuillsing Capitalism: the beginnings of the Australian Labor party

(1973)

29. John Sendy, Melbourne's Radical Bookshops (1974)

30. D. J. Murphy, Labor In Politics: the state labor parties in Australia, 1880-1920 (1975)

31. lajti Turner, In Union is Strength: a history of trade unions in Australia, 1788-1974

(1976)

32. Peter Sjaean-ltt and Heather RadI, Jack Lang (1977)

33. Graham Freudenberg, A Certain Grandeur: Gough Whitlam in politics (1978)

34. V/endy Lt^wenstehi, Weevils in the Flour: an oral record of the 1930s depression

in Australia (1978)

35. Don Watson, Brian Fiizpatrtck: a radical life (1979)

36. Allaert Facey, A Fortunate Life (1981)

37. Frank Farrell, Interna.tional Socialism and Australian labour: the left in

Australia, 7919-1939 (1981)

38. A. F. Hov/ells, Against the Stream: the memories of a philosophical anarchist, 1917-

1939 (1983)

39. Janet McCalman, Stnggletown: public and private life in Richmond, 1900-1965

(1984)

40. Pe ter Love, Labour and the Money Power. Australian labour populism, 1890-1950

(1984)

41. Verily Burgmann, 'In Our Time': Socialism and the rise of Labour, 1885-1905 (1985)

42. Amlrah Inglis, Australians in the Spanish Civil War (1987)

43. Bernice Morris, Between the Lines (1988)

44. Ross McMuIUn, The Lighten the Hill: the Australian Labor Party, 1891-1991 (1991)

45. Jim Hagan amd Ken Turner, History of the Labor Party in NSW, 1891-1991 (1991)

46. Jolin Shields (ed.). All Our Labours: oral histories of working Ife in 20th

century Australia (1992)

47. Bernard Smith, Noel Counihan: artist and revolutionary (1993)



48. Joy DeuiiooisI. Women Come Rally: socialism, communism and gender in

Austmlia, 1890-1935 (1994)

49. John Splerings, A Brush with History; the Painters Union and the Australian labour

movement (1994)

50. Franlc Bonglorno, The People's Party: Victorian Labor and the radical tradition,

1875-1914 (1996)

CALL FOR PAPERS

TENTH IRISH-AUSTRALIAN CONFERENCE

IRELAND AND A USTRALIA, 1798-1998

La Trobe University, Melbourne

28 September-2 October 1998

This Conference will commemorate the bi-centenary of the 1798 rebellion in
Ireland, and to mark its special commemorative character papers are being
sought on Australian subjects, where they have the potential for stimulating
or informative parallels and comparisons.

The events in Ireland associated with 1798 marked the beginning of an
era in which there has been an important relationship between Ireland and
Australia. The purpose of the conference is to commemorate those two
centuries with papers on subjects relating to Ireland, to the Irish in Australia
and to Australian experiences and issues in history, literature, religion, law
and politics, land occupancy and tenure, race and gender questions, the arts
and other areas of mterest or significance. Offers of papers relating to New
Zealand will also be welcome.

Offers of papers, together with proposed title and draft abstract, should be
received by the Convenor no later than 30 September 1997.

Convenor: Dr Philip Bull
Department of History
La Trobe University
Bundoora, Victoria, Australia 3083.

Fax: 03 9479 1942

E-mail: <P.J.Bull@latrobe.edu.au>

Notification of acceptance or rejection of offers will be made by December
1997. Details of the final program will be published early in 1998.

General enquiries about the conference can be made to Dr Emma Floyd
by telephone on 03 9479 3071; or by fax on 03 9479 1942; or by e-mail to
<E.Floyd@latrobe.edu.au>.

updated information will also be available on the Internet at
<littp://www.latrobe.edu.au/www/history>

This conference Is held under the joint auspices of The Humanities
Research Centre of the Australian National University and La Trobe

University



BOOK REVIEW

The fallowing rcAlew by Peter Love was originally published in Southland earlier this
year. We reprint it here to draw Recorder readers' attention to a new and up to date
histoiy of one of Australia's oldest and largest unions.

Mark Hearn and Harry Knowles, One Big Union: A History of the Australian Workers' Union,

1886-1994, Cambridge University Press, 1996, 377pp., pb. $29.95, hb. $80.00.

In a field as richly productive as labour history, it is remarkable that we have not had a full-

length account: of the AWU until now. While the early years have been thoroughly covered,

first by W.G.Spence's rather self-serving History of the AWU in 1911, later by scholarly

works such as Ray Markey's Making of the Labor Party in New South Wales and John

Merritt's line Mafcfng of the AWU which, unfortunately, only took us to 1911, there has been

no single work to bring us up to date. In reading Heam and Knowles" account of this great

sprawling and brawling organisation, it is soon apparent why this has been the case. In

charting its fitful progress from a precarious Shearers' Union in 1886 to the large,

amalgamated AVm-FIM]E of 1993 they have had to cover most of the history of the

Austrialian ]aix)ur movement. They have handled this rather daunting task very well.

At the beginning of the boc'k they worry a little about it being too old fashioned a work, in

the classical labour histoiy' mould with an emphasis on institutional change, factional

politics and the role of leading, mostly male, individuals. That anxiety is unnecessary. That

is the way the AWU was, and largely, still is. Indeed, despite this little genuflection to

fashion, the authors are commendably clear-sighted about the kind of book they have

written and who they are addressing as a audience. It is a well-researched, clearly-written

and bfdanced account of a union that has been pivotal in the history of the labour

movement. It is written so that a wide audience, old members, current activists, academics

and generall readers, can get a reliable overview of one of our oldest and biggest unions.

The AWU is a case where getting the institutional history down accurately does all classes of

reader a service. It is important to know how important the arbitration system was in the

revivjil of the union after the disasters of the 1890s. For the uninitiated, it helps to know

that there was a vast difference between what the AWU meant by the 'One Big Union' and

the sjmdlcaJist radicals to >vhom it meant something entirely different during the post WWI

'red dawn', even though the latter's ideology might have been given a little more attention.

But above all else, the institutional developments need close attention if any reader is to put



flesh on the bones of that bewildering organisational chart at the laeginning where the AWU-

FlME's fianiily tree Is laid out.

The book is replete with accounts of factional intrigue, and rightly so. The AWU's

relationship v/lth the ALP hias been a close and often tempestuous one. In Queensland.

Theodore and McCormack established a relationship between union and party that has

been enduring, if occasionjally stifling. In New South Wales, it had its lively moments,
especially in the titanic struggle between Theodore and Lang. But my favourite for hard-
eyed bastardly and low animal cunning is the Bailey-Lambert cabal, appropriately shafted
by Theodore with an eye to the main chance. Unless somebody repealed Michels' iron law of
oligarchies while 1 wasn't watching, you can't have mass organisations like the AWU and the
ALP witliout factions, and any serious history has to record their antics.

As to the authors' tenderness on the great men in history' issue, there's no need to worry

unduly. In a male dominated movement, the AWU would have to be about as masculinist as
they come. Despite his reputation as one of the movement's great organic intellectuals, a
philosophlcrfl discussion with Ted Theodore in his younger days might last ten rounds, if

you were lucky! Tire book r<;cords cases where shearers' wives complained of occupational
desertion anid other indifferences to conjugal duties. But the AWU has been a union of 'big*

men. Despite his posturing, W.G.Spence was a man of great eminence in the early years.

Theodore remains a commanding presence. Henry Boote must rate as a first rank labour

editor and journalist. Clarrie FaUon, Tom Dougherty and Charlie Oliver, to name but a few,

were not only commanding leaders of a pretty robust membership, they were also dab

hands in dealing with belligerent bosses, scabs and communists. I'll always remember Bob

Moore's Interview with Tom Dougherty on ABC TV many years ago. Moore asked how he

dealt 'With members who were inclined towards the communists' position in sections of the

union. Although it was not original, Dougherty's reply summed up the tough, pragmatic,

masculinist culture of the AWU. 'If he looks like a duck, quacks like a duck and knocks

around with ducks, you're entitled to shoot him as a duck.'

Although Heain and Kno\vles have 'written a histoiy that captures the rumbustious
character of the AWU very accurately, that is not to say that there is no room for

improvement. If 1 might be permitted the reviewer's conceit of explaining how 1 could have

enhaitced the manuscript at the editorial stage! In some ways it is a little too traditional in

its foc:us on Industrial relations, institutional politics, and dominant men. 1 missed a real

sense of how the shared experience of work brought shearers and others to a sense of

collective identity which they handled in cultural terms by turning to united action in

common cause through the agency of the union. Although that issue has been addressed In

other works, that 'whole process of how workers come to a collective consciousness is one of



the fciu tidal ions of all unions. Similarly, there might have been more about the labour

process of different occupations covered by the AWU. A few paragraphs here and there on

how the day to day job was organised and performed would have enhanced our

understanding of what it wtis like for the rank and file. There are elements of it there in the

book, but a few set piece passages might have improved it. However, this is getting

perilously close to the revjevrer usurping the editor's chair.

Hearn and Knowles have served the AWU well. Although it is not at the leading edge of

historiCEil theory, nor is it novel in its methodology, it does demonstrate the need for

rigorous works of traditional labour history, if only to tell us what happened. They have

produced a clear, reliable; and engaging history that both student and general reader can

consult for education and entertainment. If history is to regain its wide readership, we need

more sound, accesssible books like this, not just the self-consciously clever ones.

/iSSLH NATIONAL CONFERENCE

PERTH 2-4 COBTOBER 1997

Don't forget that there is a discount for early bird registrations for the Society's biennial

national conference. They cjin be sent to Patrick Bertola at SSAL, Curtin University, PO Box

U 1987, Perth WA 6001. Also, don't forget to lodge your application for the Melbourne

Branch member subsidy to Peter Love, if you qualify for the conditions set out on p.2 of this

issue.

MELBOURNE BRANCH CONTACTS

If you want to contact the Melbourne Branch of the ASSLH about membership, the

jRecoroIer, braric;h Jictivities or simply for historical information please speak or write to:

Presklent

Peter llxive

51 Bkmche St

StKilda 3182

Ph 03 9534 2445

Secretary

Jack Hutson

3/76A Campbell Rd

Hawthorn East 3213

Ph 03 9882 4918

Treasurer

David Coupe

POBox 168

Moonee Ponds 3039

Ph 03 9370 9590



Where do we meet now ??

PLEASE NOTE

NEW

LOCATION

FOROURIVIEBTINGS

Plumbers Union Offic:e

54 Victoria St Carlton

(Alongside the Trades Hall)

Enter from Victoria ;St.
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OFFICE

54 VICTORIA ST.

Our new meeting place is comfortable and easily reached by public
transport.. and car parking is not too difficult on Sundays.


